
Appendix 1: An example of a news item with and without spin 

Original News (with spin) Rewritten News (without spin) 
Now, 'sticky balls' that can prevent cancer spread 
 
Researchers have developed cancer-killing "sticky balls," that can destroy 
tumour cells in the blood and may prevent cancer spread. 
The most dangerous and deadly stage of a tumour is when it spreads around 
the body. 
Scientists at Cornell University, in the US, have designed nanoparticles that 
stay in the bloodstream and kill migrating cancer cells on contact, the BBC 
reported. 
They said the impact was "dramatic" but there was "a lot more work to be 
done". 
The team at Cornell attached a cancer-killing protein called Trail, which 
has already been used in cancer trials, and other sticky proteins to tiny 
spheres or nanoparticles. 
When these sticky spheres were injected into the blood, they latched on to 
white blood cells. 
Tests showed that in the rough and tumble of the bloodstream, the white 
blood cells would bump into any tumour cells which had broken off the 
main tumour and were trying to spread.The research showed the resulting 
contact with the Trail protein then triggered the death of the tumour cells. 
 
Word count = 169 
 

Now, 'sSticky balls'  that can  may prevent cancer spread in mice 
 
Researchers have are developeding cancer-killing "sticky balls," that can may 
destroy tumour cells in the blood of mice and may prevent cancer spread. 
The most dangerous and deadly stage of a tumour is when it spreads around the 
body. 
Scientists at Cornell University, in the US, have designed nanoparticles that 
stay in the bloodstream and may kill migrating cancer cells on contact, the 
BBC reported. 
They said the impact was "dramatic" but there was "a lot more work to be 
done". 
The biomedical engineers tested the new technology in live mice and human 
blood samples in cell culture. 
The team at Cornell attached a cancer-killing protein called Trail TRAIL, 
which has already been used in cancer trials and other sticky proteins to tiny 
spheres or nanoparticles. 
When these sticky spheres were injected into blood, they latched on to white 
blood cells. 
Tests showed that in the rough and tumble of the bloodstream, the white blood 
cells would bump into any tumour cells which had broken off the main tumour 
and were trying to spread bind to the TRAIL protein. The research showed the 
resulting contact with the Trail protein then may triggered result in the death of 
the tumour cells. 
However, it may take years to know whether this treatment will work for 
human or not. Indeed, less than 1% of the drugs tested on animals are approved 
for clinical use in patients. 
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